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Surface energies for different GaAs surface orientations have been calculated as a function of the chemical
potential. We use an energy density formalism within the first-principles pseudopotential density-functional
approach. The equilibrium crystal shape has been derived from the surface energies for the~110!, ~100!, ~111!,
and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! orientations. Under As-rich conditions all four considered surface orientations exist in thermody-
namic equilibrium, in agreement with experimental observations. Moreover, our calculations allow us to decide
on previous contradictory theoretical values for the surface energies of the~111! and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! facets.
@S0163-1829~96!03035-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

The equilibrium crystal shape~ECS! is that shape that, in
the limit of infinitely large volume, yields the minimum free
energy of a crystal. For a given arbitrary surface orientation
and unit cell the atomic reconstruction that yields the lowest
surface free energy can be determined. However, it is well
known that in general this will not result in a thermodynami-
cally stable situation because the surface can further lower its
energy by faceting on a macroscopic scale. The ECS pro-
vides a set of surface orientations that exist in thermody-
namic equilibrium. Except for some situations with degener-
ate surface energies, surfaces of any other orientations will
facet.

The faceting of GaAs surfaces has been studied experi-
mentally. Whereas Weisset al.1 studied the different surface
orientations exposed on a round-shaped crystal with low-
energy electron diffraction~LEED!, Nötzel et al.2 investi-
gated various planar high-index surfaces with reflection
high-energy electron diffraction. Both groups observed, for
different high-index surface orientations, faceting into low-
index surfaces. Moreover, surface energies play a major role
in the formation of islands during heteroepitaxy. For ex-
ample, InAs grows on GaAs in the Stranski-Krastanov
mode.3 The surface energy of InAs being lower than that of
GaAs, first a uniform wetting layer forms. During further
deposition of InAs three-dimensional islands are formed due
to strain relaxation. Recently, these quantum dots have at-
tracted great interest.3–6 Besides other quantities such as the
elastic relaxation energy of the islands, the absolute InAs
surface energies of the involved facets that we assume to be
similar to those of GaAs enter into the theory of the shape
and size of the islands.

Both experimental as well as calculatedabsolutevalues of
the surface energy as a function of orientation are quite
scarce. The surface energy has been measured for the GaAs
~110! surface in a fracture experiment.7 Relative surface en-
ergies and the ECS of Si have been determined,8,9 but, to our
knowledge, no such measurements have been carried
through for GaAs. Moreover, it is often difficult to establish
whether an observed surface really represents thermody-
namic equilibrium. At low temperatures faceting and there-

fore thermodynamic equilibration may be hindered by insuf-
ficient material transport. At high temperatures, kinetics may
govern the surface morphologies due to evaporation.

The purpose of this work is to present theabsolutevalues
for the surface energy of the GaAs~110!, ~100!, ~111!, and
~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces calculated from first principles and the ECS
constructed from these data. Empirical potentials do not pro-
duce reliable surface properties.Ab initio calculations have
been carried out by various groups for different surface ori-
entations of GaAs. Qianet al.10 used anab initio pseudopo-
tential method to calculate the absolute surface energy of the
GaAs ~110! surface. They found very good agreement with
the experimental cleavage energy. Northrup and Froyen,11

Qian et al.,12 and Ohno13 determined the~100! reconstruc-
tion with lowest energy. The absolute surface energies for
these reconstructions were not given, however. Kaxiras
et al.14 calculated energies for GaAs~111! reconstructions
relative to the surface energy of the ideal~111! surface. For
the ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface Kaxiraset al.15 and Biegelsenet al.16 cal-
culated relative surface energies for different (232) recon-
structions. Based on their results, they predicted the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄!
equilibrium reconstruction.

However, for geometrical reasons it is impossible to de-
rive absolute surface energies for the~111! and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! ori-
entations of GaAs from such total-energy calculations.
Chetty and Martin17,18solved this problem by introducing an
energy density, which enables the computation of the ener-
gies of the top and the bottom surfaces of the slab separately.
Having calculated the absolute surface energies for the ideal
reference surfaces they transformed the relative surface en-
ergies of Kaxiraset al.14,15and Beigelsenet al.16 to absolute
surface energies. A comparison of these absolute values,
however, shows that the two results differ significantly. This
difference is not yet understood, and we will return to it in
Sec. IV below.

We have calculated absolute surface energies for the dif-
ferent orientations directly~i.e., without introducing a refer-
ence surface! and consistently with the same set of param-
eters and pseudopotentials. Before we will detail our results
and the ECS of GaAs in Sec. IV, we will first give an over-
view of GaAs surface properties in Sec. II and describe the
computational details in Sec. III.
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II. CHEMICAL POTENTIAL
AND SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION

The stable surface reconstruction is the one with the low-
est surface free energy. In our case the substrate consists of
two elements and thus the difference of the number of atoms
of the two species enters as another degree of freedom in
addition to the atomic geometry. Nonstoichiometric surfaces
are considered by allowing the surface to exchange atoms
with a reservoir, which is characterized by a chemical poten-
tial. The equilibrium is determined by the minimum of the
free energy

gsurfaceA5Esurface2(
i

m iNi . ~1!

The surface free energygsurfaceA of the surface areaA has
been calculated for zero temperature and pressure and ne-
glecting zero-point vibrations. The chemical potentialm i is
the free energy per particle in the reservoir for the species
i andNi denotes the number of particles of the speciesi . The
temperature dependence is ignored because the contributions
tend to cancel for free-energy differences.

In experiment the value of the chemical potential can be
varied over a certain interval. This interval is limited by the
bulk chemical potentials of the condensed phases of Ga and
As,12,16corresponding to the two following situations. On the
one hand, the surface can be in equilibrium with excess Ga
metal, which has the chemical potentialmGa~bulk! and the
GaAs bulk with chemical potentialmGaAs. On the other
hand, the surface can be in equilibrium with bulk As and,
again, the GaAs bulk. Both reservoirs can act as sinks and
sources of surface atoms. The upper limit of each chemical
potential is determined by the condensed phase of the respec-
tive element

m i,m i ~bulk! ~2!

because otherwise the elemental phase would form on the
GaAs surface. Furthermore, in thermodynamic equilibrium
the sum of chemical potentials of Ga and As must be equal
to the bulk energy per GaAs pair

mGa1mAs5mGaAs5mGa~bulk!1mAs ~bulk!2DHf . ~3!

For the heat of formation we have calculated a value of 0.64
eV using a plane-wave cutoff of 10 Ry, which is in good
agreement with the experimental value19 of 0.74 eV. For the
bulk calculations we computed the bulk energy of Ga in an
orthorhombic structure12 and the bulk energy of As in a
trigonal structure.20

In this work we give the surface energies in dependence
of the As chemical potential. Therefore, we write Eqs.~2!
and ~3! in the form

mAs ~bulk!2DHf,mAs,mAs ~bulk! . ~4!

The surface energy is calculated from the total energyEtot ,

gsurfaceA5Etot2mGaAsNGa2mAs~NAs2NGa!. ~5!

The stoichiometry of the surfaceDN5NAs2NGa determines
the slope of the surface energy versus the chemical potential.
A consistent counting method forDN has to be applied to all
orientations. We apply the method of Chetty and Martin,21

which utilizes the bulk symmetries of the crystal. For ex-
ample, following their counting method, the ideal~110!
cleavage surface is stoichiometric, i.e., the differenceDN is
equal to zero. Thus the surface energy of the~110! cleavage
surface is independent of the chemical potential.

When the chemical potential is varied, different recon-
structions with different surface stoichiometries become ther-
modynamically stable. All experimentally observed recon-
structions, however, fulfill certain conditions. First of all,
GaAs surfaces tend to be semiconducting, as this leads to a
low surface energy. Surface bands in the bulk gap and espe-
cially surface bands crossing the Fermi level will lead to a
higher surface energy. The electron counting model22,23

gives a simple criterion whether or not a surface can be semi-
conducting. In the bulk thesp3 hybridized orbitals of GaAs
form bonding and antibonding states. At the surface there are
partially filled dangling bonds. Their energies are shown
schematically in Fig. 1; they are estimated from the atomic
s and p eigenenergies of either species. Compared to the
dispersion of the conduction and the valence bands, the dan-
gling bond energy of the cation~Ga! falls into the conduction
band and therefore it should be empty. The dangling bond
energy of the anion~As! lies in the valence band and there-
fore it should be filled. Thus there has to occur an electron
transfer from the Ga to the As dangling bonds. For a low-
energy semiconducting surface the dangling bonds in the
conduction band have to be empty, exactly filling all the
dangling bonds in the valence band. Otherwise the surface
becomes metallic and has a higher surface energy. Ga and As
surface atoms are added to, or removed from, the ideal bulk-
truncated polar surfaces to obtain a low-energy semiconduct-
ing surface.

Second, the electron transfer from the Ga dangling bonds
to the As dangling bonds has consequences for the geometry
of the surface reconstructions. The surface Ga atom that has
lost an electron favors asp2-like hybridization. Therefore
the Ga atom relaxes inward and forms a more planar con-
figuration. The dangling bond of arsenic is completely filled
and the As atom energetically prefers to form bonds with its
threep orbitals. Therefore the bond angle of the surface As
atom is close to 90° and the As atom relaxes outward. These
configurations resemble the bond geometry of small mol-
ecules such as GaH3 and AsH3 and are a general result for
surfaces of III-V semiconductors.24

FIG. 1. Energy levels of thes and p orbitals es,p , of the sp
3

dangling bondseh , and of the conduction and valence bands. The
data are from Harrison~Ref. 22!.
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

To determine the surface energies we carried out total-
energy calculations using density-functional theory.25,26 We
applied the local-density approximation to the exchange-
correlation functional, choosing the parametrization by Per-
dew and Zunger27 of Ceperley and Alder’s28 data for the
correlation energy of the homogeneous electron gas. The sur-
faces were described by periodically repeated slabs. All com-
putations were done with an extended version of the com-
puter code FHI93CP.29 The program employsab initio
pseudopotentials and a plane-wave basis set. It was general-
ized to additionally compute the energy density according to
Chetty and Martin.17

The slab geometry leads to serious problems when surface
energies of zinc-blende structures are to be calculated for
arbitrary orientations. To derive the surface energy from a
total-energy calculation both surfaces of the slab have to be
equivalent. Though such slabs can be constructed for the
~110! and the~100! orientation, this is impossible for the
~111! orientation: The~111! and the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces of GaAs
are inequivalent. This follows from the simple geometric
property of the zinc-blende structure that the Ga-As double
layers are Ga and As terminated on the top and bottom side
of the slab, respectively. Chetty and Martin17 solved this
problem by introducing an energy density. The energy den-
sity itself, however, does not bear any physical significance,
only the integrals of the energy density over suitable parts of
the supercell~e.g., volumes bounded by bulk mirror planes!
lead to well-defined, physically meaningful energies.17 We
have checked the accuracy of this approach for our GaAs
slabs: Variation of the surface reconstruction on the bottom
side of the ~100! and ~111! slabs results in a negligible
change of the surface energy of the surface on the top
(,0.7 meV/Å2).

Ab initio norm-conserving pseudopotentials were gener-
ated with Hamann’s scheme.30 The cutoff radii of the
pseudopotentials have been chosen to be equal to 0.58 Å,
0.77 Å, and 1.16 Å for thes, p, andd wave functions of Ga
and equal to 0.61 Å, 0.60 Å, and 1.07 Å fors, p, andd wave
functions of As. The semilocal pseudopotentials were further
transformed into fully separable Kleinman-Bylander
pseudopotentials,31 with the d potential chosen as the local
potential. The logarithmic derivatives of the different poten-
tials were examined and various transferability tests,32 e.g.,
‘‘hardness’’ tests, were performed. All together the poten-
tials showed good transferability. The structures of the bulk
phases of Ga and As are well described by these potentials,
the theoretical lattice constants being only slightly smaller
than the experimental ones with a relative deviation below
3.5%.

The wave functions were expanded into plane waves33

with a kinetic energy up to 10 Ry. This leads to a conver-
gence error in the surface energies of less than 3 meV/Å2.
The electron density was calculated from specialk-point
sets,34 their density in reciprocal space being equivalent to 64
k points in the whole~100! (131) surface Brillouin zone.

For the~100!, ~111!, and~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces ‘‘pseudohydro-
gen’’ was used to saturate the bottom surfaces of the slabs.35

Pseudohydrogen denotes a Coulomb potential with a non-
integer core chargeZ, together withZ electrons. The Ga and

As atoms of these surfaces were fixed at their ideal bulk
positions. The Ga-terminated surface was saturated with
pseudohydrogen with an atomic number ofZ51.25. On each
dangling bond of a Ga surface atom one pseudohydrogen
was placed. Similarly, the As-terminated surface was satu-
rated with pseudohydrogen with an atomic number of 0.75.
The saturated surfaces are semiconducting without any sur-
face states in the bulk band gap. There are two main advan-
tages using this pseudohydrogen. First of all, the interaction
of both surfaces with each other is in this way minimal.
Second, the surface atoms that are saturated with the
pseudohydrogen can be kept fixed at ideal bulk positions.
Thus thinner slabs can be used and charge sloshing is sup-
pressed.

For polar surfaces, such as the ideal~111! surface, a dif-
ficulty arises due to charge transfer from one side of the slab
to the opposite side. This charge transfer is hindered by a
semiconducting surface, e.g., the pseudohydrogen-saturated
surface at the bottom of the slab. We estimate the uncertainty
due to charge transfer to be smaller than 1.4 meV/Å2 for a
polar surface, comparing the surface energies of the
pseudohydrogen-saturated surface derived from two calcula-
tions. One is carried through with a semiconducting surface
on the top of the slab, the other one with a metallic surface.

We have carried out computations for a large variety of
reconstructions of the GaAs~110!, ~100!, ~111!, and~1̄ 1̄ 1̄!
surfaces, which have previously been suggested in literature.
Starting from some initial geometry, the atom positions in
the topmost layers of the slab were relaxed until the forces
on the atoms were smaller than 50 meV/Å. The other layers
were kept fixed at their ideal bulk positions with a bulk lat-
tice constant of 5.56 Å, which had been determined theoreti-
cally at the same cutoff energy as the slab calculations and
using 384k points in the whole Brillouin zone. This value is
1.4% smaller than the experimental lattice constant36 ne-
glecting zero-point vibrations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. „110… surface

The ~110! surface is one of the most extensively studied
GaAs surfaces~see Refs. 10, 37, 38, and 24 and references
therein!. The~110! plane is the cleavage plane of III-V semi-
conductors. Containing the same number of cations~Ga! and
anions~As!, it is intrinsically neutral. The cleavage surface
does not reconstruct; only a relaxation of surface atomic po-
sitions within the (131) surface unit cell is observed. The
charge from the Ga dangling bond is transferred into the As
dangling bond, which becomes completely filled. The orbit-
als of both surface atoms rehybridize and the zigzag chains
of Ga and As surface atoms tilt, with the As atom being
raised and the Ga atom being lowered. Thereby the Ga sur-
face atom acquires a nearly planar bonding configuration,
while the As surface atom relaxes towards a pyramidal con-
figuration with orthogonal bonds.

We have calculated the surface energy of the relaxed
cleavage surface shown in Fig. 2~a!. It is stoichiometric
(DN50) and semiconducting. In addition, we considered
two other surface structures: The Ga-terminated~110! sur-
face is shown in Fig. 2~b!. Formally it can be constructed
from the cleavage surface by substituting all top-layer As
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atoms by Ga atoms. This surface has a stoichiometry of
DN522 per (131) cell and it fulfills the electron counting
criterion. Nevertheless, it is not semiconducting because the
bands of the Ga-Ga surface bonds cross the Fermi level. The
Ga surface atoms do not relax in the same way as the respec-
tive Ga and As atoms in the cleavage surface; instead they
almost stay in the same plane. Finally, we have calculated
the surface energy of the As-terminated~110! surface@see
Fig. 2~c!#. Here the Ga surface atoms have been replaced by
As atoms, which yields a surface with a stoichiometry of
DN52 per (131) surface unit cell. Also this surface fulfills
the electron counting criterion and it is semiconducting. Both
As dangling bonds are completely filled and lie beneath the
Fermi level. Similar to the Ga terminated surface, the As
surface atoms do not relax significantly, but stay in the same
plane.

For all three~110! surface reconstructions we used the
same super cell, with slabs composed of nine atomic layers
and a vacuum region with a thickness equivalent to seven
atomic layers. The whole surface Brillouin zone was
sampled with 48 specialk points.34

The calculated surface energies are shown in Fig. 3 for
the three surface structures we have considered. For a large
range of the chemical potential the cleavage surface is ener-
getically most favorable. Our result for the surface energy of
52 meV/Å2 is in good agreement with the value of 57
eV/Å2 meV, which was calculated by Qianet al.10 using
essentially the sameab initio method. Both results compare
very well with the experimental surface energy of 546 9

meV/Å2 from fracture experiments by Messmer and Bilello.7

In As-rich environments we find the As-terminated surface to
exist in thermodynamical equilibrium, in agreement with
Northrup’s calculation.38 We obtain a value of 45 meV/Å2

for the surface energy in an As-rich environment. Ku¨bler
et al.37 provided experimental evidence for the existence of
this structure. Using LEED they observed that the surface
relaxation was removed as the As coverage was increased. In
contrast to the As-terminated surface, we find the Ga-
terminated surface to be unstable even under the most ex-
treme Ga-rich conditions.

B. „100… surface

Among the different orientations the~100! surface is the
one used most widely for the growth of optoelectronic de-
vices. The~100! surface is polar, i.e., the planes parallel to
the surface consist of either only Ga or only As atoms. As a
consequence, the stable surface structure23 displays various
reconstructions that distinctly differ from those found on the
~100! faces of the covalent group-IV semiconductors. Da¨w-
eritz and Hey39 have derived a steady-state ‘‘phase’’ diagram
for the surface reconstruction as a function of growth condi-
tions. In their diagram they point out 14 different reconstruc-
tions. To our knowledge, theequilibrium phase diagram of
the ~100! surface has not yet been determined. However,
there are certain reconstructions that are generally observed
during and after growth. While heating the surface Biegelsen
et al.40 observed a sequence of phases from the As-rich
c(434) and (234) to the Ga-rich (432) reconstructions.
For each of these surface unit cells there exists a large vari-
ety of possible atomic configurations.

Chadi41 performed tight-binding-based total-energy mini-
mizations to examine the structure of the (231) and
(234) reconstructed surface. For the (234) he suggested
two possible atomic configurations with three and two As
dimers (b andb2 according to the notation of Northrup and
Froyen42! per surface unit cell. Moreover, he determined the
energy difference between the (234) and the related
c(238) reconstruction to be less than 1 meV/Å2. As the
(234) and thec(238) are very similar and have only small
difference in surface energy, we have not calculated the cen-

FIG. 2. Atomic structures of the GaAs~110! surface from the
top and side views. Open and filled circles denote As and Ga atoms,
respectively.

FIG. 3. Surface energy of the different GaAs~110! surface
structures in meV/Å2 plotted versus the difference of the chemical
potential of As and As bulk.
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tered reconstructionsc(238) and c(832). Ohno13 and
Northrup and Froyen11 carried outab initio calculations of
the surface energies. Ohno could exclude various configura-
tions of the (231) and (331) surface unit cell from being
equilibrium structures. Moreover, he concluded that for the
(234) reconstruction the phaseb with three surface dimers
is stable, which appeared to be in agreement with the scan-
ning tunneling microscopy~STM! observations of Biegelsen
et al.40 However, calculations by Northrup and Froyen42

showed that the most stable (234) reconstruction contains
two As dimers in the top layer, which has been confirmed by
recent high-resolution STM observations.43 Northrup and
Froyen also investigated the energetics of the (432) and
c(434) reconstructions. For the (432) reconstruction they
found a two-dimer phase to be energetically favorable in
agreement with STM investigations.44 However, a recent
analysis of LEED intensities by Cerda´ et al.45 suggests that
the top layer consists of three Ga dimers per (432) unit cell.
For thec(434) reconstruction Northrup and Froyen consid-
ered a three-dimer phase,40 which they found to be stable in
certain conditions with respect to the (234) and (432)
reconstructions. On the other hand, a two-dimer phase was
suggested by Sauvage-Simkinet al.,46 on the basis of x-ray
scattering experiments, and by Larsenet al.,47 who studied
the surface with a number of different experimental tech-
niques.

In our calculations we have considered all atomic con-
figurations with a (234) and a (432) surface unit cell that
were previously investigated by Northrup and Froyen.11,42

For the c(434) reconstruction we took into account the
three-dimer phase40 and a structure that has two instead of
three As dimers in the top layer.46,47The total-energy calcu-
lations were performed using supercells containing seven
layers of GaAs. The thickness of the vacuum corresponded
to five layers GaAs.

In Fig. 4 the geometries of those surface structures are
shown that have minimum surface energy within some range
of the chemical potential and therefore exist in thermody-
namic equilibrium. All four structures fulfill the electron
counting criterion and are semiconducting, i.e., the anion
dangling bonds are filled and the cation dangling bonds are
empty. Furthermore, the surfaces display Ga-Ga bonds and
As-As bonds, both having filled bonding and empty anti-
bonding states. Thea(234) reconstruction@Fig. 4~a!# is
stoichiometric (DN50). In the top layer four As atoms are
missing per (234) cell. The surface As atoms form two
dimers. The Ga layer underneath is complete, but differs
from the bulk geometry by two Ga-Ga bonds that are formed
between the Ga atoms in the region of the missing As
dimers. Removing the Ga atoms in the missing dimer region
one obtains theb2(234) structure in Fig. 4~b! with a sto-
ichiometry ofDN5 1

4 per (131) unit cell. The completely
As-terminatedc(434) surface shown in Fig. 4~c! has a sto-
ichiometry ofDN5 5

4 per (131) unit cell. It consists of three
As dimers that are bonded to a complete As layer beneath.
The b2(432) structure shown in Fig. 4~d! represents the
Ga-terminated counterpart of theb2(234) reconstruction,
with Ga atoms exchanged for As atoms and vice versa. Thus
the top layer consists of two Ga dimers per (432) cell and
the second layer lacks two As atoms. This results in a sto-
ichiometry ofDN52 1

4 per (131) cell.

Our calculated surface energies of these four phases are
shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the chemical potential. We
predict the same sequence of equilibrium surface structures
as Northrup and Froyen11,42 as a function of increasing As
coverage:b2~432!, a~234!, b2~234!, and c~434!. The
c(434) structure with only two surface As dimers per unit
cell, which we considered in addition to the structures inves-
tigated by Northrup and Froyen, turned out to be unstable.
Though this structure is more Ga rich than thec~434! three
As-dimer structure shown in Fig. 4~c!, even in the Ga-rich
environment the two-dimer phase has a surface energy that is
5 meV/Å2 higher than for the three-dimer phase. Due to the
lack of absolute values in previous calculations, quantita-
tively we can compare only energy differences between sur-

FIG. 4. Atomic structures of the GaAs~100! reconstructions.

FIG. 5. Surface energy of the different GaAs~100! reconstruc-
tions in meV/Å2 plotted versus the difference of the chemical po-
tential of As and As bulk.
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faces with the same stoichiometry. Further comparison is
made difficult by the different range of the chemical poten-
tial in our versus Northrup and Froyen’s calculation.11,42

Their value for the heat of formation isDHf 5 0.92 eV, as
opposed to our smaller value ofDHf 5 0.64 eV. Comparing
the three-dimer phaseb with the two-dimer phaseb2, which
both have the same stoichiometry, we find that the two-dimer
phase has a surface energy lower by 2 meV/Å2. This agrees
with the result of Northrup and Froyen, who report an energy
difference of 3 meV/Å2, and it further confirms the conclu-
sion that the three-dimer phaseb does not exist in equilib-
rium. On the whole, the agreement with the relative surface
energies calculated by Northrup and Froyen is good. They
can be converted to absolute surface energies by shifting
them by' 65 meV/Å2, which results in a diagram similar to
Fig. 5.

All investigated~100! surfaces display similar atomic re-
laxations that are characterized by the creation of dimers and
the rehybridization of threefold coordinated surface atoms.
The creation of surface dimers decreases the number of par-
tially occupied dangling bonds, and by rehybridization the
surface gains band structure energy. The calculated bond
lengths in bulk Ga and As, 2.32 Å and 2.50 Å, respectively,
can serve as a first estimate for the respective dimer bond
lengths on the GaAs surface. Our calculations yield As dimer
lengths between 2.45 and 2.50 Å for thea andb2 surface
reconstruction. This is within the range of experimentally
deduced values, which scatter between 2.2 and 2.9 Å,48–50

and it is similar to the dimer lengths of 2.53 and 2.55 Å,
which were determined by Northrup and Froyen.51 On the
c(434) reconstructed surface the calculated As dimer
lengths are 2.57 Å for the central dimer and 2.53 Å for the
two outer dimers of the three-dimer strings in the surface
unit cell. Using x-ray scattering, Sauvage-Simkinet al.46 de-
termined these bond lengths as 2.6360.06 Å and
2.5960.06 Å. Very recently Xuet al.52 suggested that the
dimers on thec(434! structure should be tilted by 4.3°.
However, as for the (234) reconstructions we find the
dimers to be parallel to the surface, in agreement with sev-
eral previous experiments.40,46 Even when starting with an
initial configuration with surface dimers tilted by 8° we find
the dimers to relax back to the symmetric positions with a
residual tilt angle less than 0.1°. The Ga-Ga dimer bond
length is calculated to be 2.4 Å on theb2(432) reconstruc-
tion and 2.5 Å on thea(234) structure, which agrees with
previousab initio calculations.51 From a recent LEED inves-
tigation of the Ga-rich~100! surface, Cerda´ et al.45 deduced
that the stable (432) reconstructed surface displays three
Ga dimers per unit cell with unusual dimer lengths of 2.13 Å
and 3.45 Å. In our calculation, however, this three-dimer
phase is energetically slightly less favorable than the two-
dimer phaseb2(432) by 0.8 meV/Å2. Therefore, it should
not be stable at least at low temperatures. Furthermore, we
found the Ga dimer length to be 2.4 Å and no local minimum
for the unusually large dimer length of Cerda´ et al.

The rehybridization of thesp3 orbitals located at the
threefold coordinated Ga atoms drives the relaxation towards
a preferentially flat Ga bond configuration. On the Ga-
terminatedb2(432) structure this leads to a decreased
spacing between the Ga top layer and the neighboring As
layer that amounts to roughly half of the bulk interlayer

spacing. Also on thea(234) andb2(234) surfaces the
threefold coordinated Ga atoms that bond to As relax to-
wards the plane of their neighboring As atoms. Together
with a slight upward shift of the top-layer As atoms, this
leads to a steepening13 of the As dimer block. The change of
the angle between the bonds of the threefold coordinated As
atoms is less pronounced. However, the trend is obvious:
Except for thec(434) structure, we find the As bond angles
to be always smaller than 109.5°, which is the angle of the
ideal tetrahedral coordination. The As bonds on the
c(434) surface behave differently from those on the other
three surfaces because the top-layer As atoms are bonded to
a second layer that consists of As instead of Ga. A decrease
of the angle between the bonds of all threefold coordinated
As atoms would require a change in the As-As bond lengths,
which probably costs more energy than would be gained
from rehybridization.

C. „111… surface

The polar ~111! orientation of GaAs has been studied
within density-functional theory by Kaxiraset al.,53,54,14who
computed surface energies relative to the ideal unrecon-
structed surface for various atomic geometries. They found
that under As-rich conditions an As trimer geometry yields
the lowest surface energy, whereas a Ga vacancy reconstruc-
tion is preferred under Ga-rich conditions. Haberern and
Pashley55 and Thorntonet al.56 confirmed this experimen-
tally. Haberern and Pashley interpreted their STM images to
show an array of Ga vacancies with a~232! periodicity.
Thorntonet al. observed both the As triangle model and the
Ga vacancy model in STM. Here we concentrate on the fol-
lowing reconstructions of the Ga-terminated~111! surface:
the As adatom, the As trimer, the Ga vacancy model, and, for
comparison but not as a reference system as in previous
work, the truncated-bulk geometry.

The ideal~111! surface@see Fig. 6~a!# has a stoichiometry
DN52 1

4/(131). It does not fulfill the electron counting
criterion. Each Ga dangling bond is filled with 3/4 of an
electron and therefore the ideal surface has to be metallic. To
create a neutral semiconducting surface, following the elec-
tron counting criterion one can either add an As surface atom
to, or remove a Ga surface atom from, every (232) surface
unit cell. Therefore we consider three different (232) re-
constructions. First of all, the As adatom model is shown in
Fig. 6~b!. This reconstruction is stoichiometric. The As ada-
tom binds to the Ga surface atoms. It exhibits a nearly or-
thogonal bond configuration, while the Ga atom with the
empty dangling bond relaxes towards the plane of the As
atoms. Second, we consider the As trimer model shown in
Fig. 6~c!. This model has a stoichiometryDN5 1

2/(131); it
also fulfills the electron counting criterion and it is semicon-
ducting. The three extra As atoms form a trimer with each As
atom binding to one Ga atom. The dangling bonds of the As
atoms are completely filled and the dangling bond of the Ga
atom that is not bonded to As trimer atoms is completely
empty. This Ga atom relaxes into the plane of the As atoms
of the layer below. Finally, we calculated the Ga vacancy
model @see Fig. 6~d!#. The removal of one Ga surface atom
causes the surface to be stoichiometric. The Ga surface at-
oms have completely empty dangling bonds and relax into
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the plane of the As atoms. The three As atoms surrounding
the vacancy have completely filled dangling bonds.

We used the same supercell for the calculations of the
~111! and the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces. Only the bulk-truncated sur-
face was calculated within a (131) surface unit cell; other-
wise always a (232) unit cell was used. The slab consisted
of five ~111! double layers. The vacuum region had a thick-
ness equivalent to four~111! double layers. The whole Bril-
louin zone of the (232) surface unit cell was sampled with
16 specialk points, corresponding to 64k points in the Bril-
louin zone of the (131) cell. Absolute surface energies of
the ~111! reconstructions were determined using the energy
density formalism. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The Ga
vacancy model is the most favorable reconstruction for a
large range of the chemical potential from a Ga-rich to an
As-rich environment. Only in very As-rich environments the
As trimer model has a lower energy. The Ga vacancy model
has a surface energy of 54 meV/Å2, whereas the As trimer
model has a surface energy of 51 meV/Å2 in an As-rich
environment atmAs5mAs~bulk! . The Ga vacancy reconstruc-
tion was observed experimentally by Haberern and Pashley55

and Tonget al.57 Thorntonet al. additionally observed the
As trimer reconstruction.

Two other groups have performed similarab initio calcu-
lations. Using their energy density formalism, Chetty and
Martin18 derived a value of 131 meV/Å2 for the surface
energy of the ideal~111! surface in a Ga-rich environment,
which is much larger than our value of 93 meV/Å2. Second,
we can compare our results to the relative surface energies of
Kaxiraset al.54,15 They arrived at the same qualitative con-

clusions. However, quantitatively their relative surface ener-
gies are not easily comparable to ours because they used
As4 gas to define the As-rich environment. Therefore they
obtained a larger interval for the chemical potential. We de-
rive for the surface energy difference of the As adatom and
Ga vacancy structure a value of 13 meV/Å2, whereas Kax-
iras et al. calculate a much larger difference of 47
meV/Å2. Using their own result for the ideal surface, Chetty
and Martin transformed the relative surface energies of Kax-
iraset al. to absolute surface energies. In comparison to our
results, all these surface energies contain the same shift to-
wards higher energy as the ideal surface mentioned above.
We will discuss this difference below and explain why we
believe our results to be accurate.

Tong et al.57 performed a LEED analysis for the geom-
etry of the Ga vacancy reconstruction. Their geometry data
compare very well with the theoretical data of Chadi,58 Kax-
iraset al.,54 and ours. For the Ga vacancy reconstruction we
find an average bond angle of thesp2-bonded Ga surface
atom of 119.8°, in agreement with Tonget al. The bond
angles of thep3-bonded As atom of 87.0° and 100.6° aver-
age to 91.5°, which again compares very well with the value
of 92.9° by Tonget al.The bonds of thep3-bonded As atom
are strained by21.6% and 2.6% with respect to the GaAs
bulk bonds. Tonget al. measured the values21.3% and
1.9%, respectively.

Furthermore, for the As trimer reconstruction we compare
our geometry data to theoretical data of Kaxiraset al.54 The
threefold coordinated As adatoms form bond angles to the
neighboring As adatoms of 60° due to symmetry reasons.
The bond angle of the As adatom to the next Ga atom is
106.2°. Therefore we get an average bond angle of 90.8°,
which is in good agreement with the 91.7° of Kaxiraset al.
The surface Ga-As bonds are strained by 1.4%, whereas
Kaxiraset al. find the same bond length as in the bulk. The
As-As bonds have a bond length of 2.44 Å, 2.4% shorter
than that in As bulk. The Ga surface atom that is not bonded
to an As adatom relaxes into the plane of the As atoms with
a bond angle of 118.4° and a bond length that is 2.6% shorter
than in GaAs bulk. These values are slightly larger than the
114.7° and 1.0% reported by Kaxiraset al.

FIG. 6. Atomic structures of the GaAs~111! reconstructions.

FIG. 7. Surface energy of the different GaAs~111! reconstruc-
tions in meV/Å2 plotted versus the difference of the chemical po-
tential of As and As bulk.
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D. „1̄ 1̄ 1̄… surface

The polar GaAs~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface differs from the~111! sur-
face, as the bulk-truncated~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface is terminated by
As atoms, while the~111! surface is Ga terminated. At first
sight the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces might seem to be still analogous to
the ~111! surfaces, only that the Ga and As atoms have to be
exchanged. However, this analogy is not useful because As
and Ga have different electronic properties and therefore the
~111! and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces do not exhibit equivalent recon-
structions. Stoichiometric~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces are gained by add-
ing a Ga atom per (232) surface unit cell to the bulk-
truncated surface or by removing an As surface atom.

Kaxiraset al.15 calculated the relative surface energy for
various (232) reconstructions. Biegelsenet al.16 studied the
~111! surface both experimentally and theoretically. Using
STM they observed an As trimer (232) reconstruction for
As-rich environments. A (A193A19) reconstruction that is
dominated by two-layer hexagonal rings was identified for
Ga-rich environments.

Due to the large unit cell the (A193A19) reconstruction
is computationally quite expensive and in this work we thus
only consider (232) reconstructions. First of all, for com-
parison, we calculate the surface energy of the ideal~i.e.,
relaxed bulk-truncated! surface shown in Fig. 8~a!. This sur-
face is not stoichiometric@DN5 1

4/(131)]. The dangling
bond of each As surface atom is filled with 5/4 of an elec-

tron. Therefore the surface is metallic. Second, the Ga ada-
tom model shown in Fig. 8~b! was considered. By adding an
additional Ga surface atom the surface has become stoichio-
metric and semiconducting. The dangling bond of the Ga
adatom is completely empty, whereas the dangling bond of
the As atom that is not bonded to the Ga adatom is com-
pletely filled. Furthermore, we also consider an As trimer
model@see Fig. 8~c!#. In contrast to the~111! surface the As
trimer is bonded to As surface atoms. This reconstruction has
a stoichiometry ofDN51 per (131) surface unit cell. Each
As surface atom has a completely filled dangling bond.
Therefore, the surface is semiconducting. Furthermore, we
calculate the surface energy for the As vacancy model, which
is shown in Fig. 8~d!. The removal of the As surface atom
causes the surface to be stoichiometric. The three neighbor-
ing Ga atoms have completely empty dangling bonds. The
surface fulfills the electron counting criterion and is semi-
conducting. Finally, we calculate the Ga trimer model@see
Fig. 8~e!# to compare with the results of Kaxiraset al.15 and
of Biegelsenet al.16 This surface model has a stoichiometry
of DN521/2 per (131) surface unit cell and also fulfills
the electron counting criterion. However, it is metallic for the
same reason as the Ga-terminated~110! surface.

The calculations for the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface were carried out
with the same parameters and supercell as those for the~111!
surface outlined in Sec. IV C. The results are shown in Fig.
9. For As-rich environments we find that the As trimer model
is the most favorable reconstruction, as observed experimen-
tally by STM and confirmed by previousab initio
calculations.16 This reconstruction has a very low surface
energy of 43 meV/Å2. In a Ga-rich environment the Ga ada-
tom reconstruction has the lowest energy~69 meV/Å2)
among all the structures we calculated. The (A193A19) re-
construction found experimentally was not included in our
approach. However, as suggested by Biegelsenet al., our
present data can be used to restrict the range of possible
values for the surface energy of the (A193A19) reconstruc-
tion consistent with observation: It has to be smaller than the
surface energy of the Ga adatom model, on the one hand, and
it has to be larger than the minimum energy of the As-trimer
surface~plus a small correction of23 meV/Å2 to account
for the nonstoichiometry of theA193A19 reconstruction!,

FIG. 8. Atomic structures of the GaAs~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! reconstructions.

FIG. 9. Surface energy of the different GaAs~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! reconstruc-
tions in meV/Å2 plotted versus the difference of the chemical po-
tential of As and As bulk.
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on the other hand. Therefore, we conclude that energy of the
(A193A19) reconstruction is in the range between 40 and 69
meV/Å2. Considering also the energetic competition with
facets of other orientations, even a slightly more stringent
condition can be deduced: For the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! (A193A19) sur-
face in a Ga-rich environment to be stable against faceting
into $110% surfaces, its surface energy has to be less than 63
meV/Å2.

In comparison to the relative surface energies calculated
by Kaxiras et al.15 our energy difference between the As
vacancy and the Ga adatom structure of 2 meV/Å2 is only
slightly smaller than their value of 6 meV/Å2. However,
they state that for the Ga-rich environment the Ga trimer
structure is 24 meV/Å2 more favorable than the Ga adatom
structure. In contrast, we agree with Biegelsonet al.16 that
the Ga trimer is energetically quite unfavorable. It has a 29
meV/Å2 higher surface energy than the Ga adatom. Also the
other relative surface energies compare quite well with the
already mentioned calculations of Biegelsenet al.,16 al-
though they derived a larger heat of formation~0.92 eV as
opposed to our value of 0.64 eV!. Relative to the Ga adatom
our surface energies of the As trimer are about 10 meV/Å2

larger than theirs. Also, they find a slightly larger energetic
separation between the As vacancy and Ga adatom struc-
tures. Their value for this energy difference is 6 meV/Å2,
whereas our value is 2 meV/Å2. However, these differences
are small and do not affect the physical conclusions. Chetty
and Martin derived the absolute surface energies using their
result for the ideal~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface and the relative surface
energies of Kaxiraset al. and Biegelsenet al. In contrast to
the ~111! surface, their value of 69 meV/Å2 for the ideal
~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface in the Ga-rich environment is much smaller
than ours of 97 meV/Å2. Therefore, this time, in comparison
to our data the results all contain the same shift to lower
surface energies as the ideal surface. However, the sum of
the ~111! and~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface energies from Chetty and Mar-
tin is close to ours. Therefore it is the splitting of the slab
total energy into contributions from the~111! and the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄!
side that comes out differently. In our calculations both sides
are energetically similar, which seems to be plausible in
view of the fact that the flat~i.e., not faceted! surfaces have
been observed experimentally.

With respect to the calculated geometry we find that the
As-As bond length in the trimer is 2.46 Å, 1.6% shorter than
in bulk As. The As trimer atoms each bind to an As atom
2.30 Å beneath the As trimer plane, in agreement with Bie-
gelsenet al.16 The remaining As atom that is not bonded to
the trimer relaxes outward and is 1.74 Å below the trimer
plane. This compares reasonably well with the slightly larger
value of 1.89 Å by Biegelsenet al. For the two Ga surface
models the separation of the adatom or trimer plane and the
closest As~rest atom! plane amounts to 0.98 Å for the Ga
adatom model and 1.98 Å for the Ga trimer model. Biegelsen
et al. derived values of 0.98 Å and 1.90 Å.

E. Equilibrium crystal shape

As opposed to liquids, crystals have nontrivial equilib-
rium shapes because the surface energyg(m̂) depends on the
orientationm̂ of the surface relative to the crystallographic

axes of the bulk. Onceg(m̂) is known, the ECS is deter-
mined by the Wulff construction,59,60which is equivalent to
solving

r ~ ĥ!5min
m̂

S g~m̂!

m̂–ĥ
D . ~6!

Here r (ĥ) denotes the radius of the crystal shape in the di-
rection ĥ. When the surface energyg(m̂) is drawn as polar
plot, the ECS is given by the interior envelope of the family
of planes perpendicular tom̂ passing through the ends of the
vectorsg(m̂)m̂. Under the assumption that only the~110!,
~100!, ~111!, and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! facets exist, we construct the ECS
from the calculated surface energies of these facets. Thus
there may exist additional thermodynamically stable facets
that are missing on our ECS. To be sure to construct the
complete shape one would have to calculate the surface en-
ergy for every orientation. However, from experiments it is
known that the low Miller-indices surface orientations we
consider are likely to be the energetically most favorable
ones.

As the GaAs surface energies depend on the chemical
environment, the ECS becomes a function of the chemical
potential. In Fig. 10 the ECS is shown for an As-rich envi-
ronment and zero temperature. The different facets have
been marked in the figure and the ECS reflects the symmetry
of bulk GaAs. To investigate the dependence of the ECS on
the chemical potential we will focus on the cross section of
the ECS with a~11̄0! plane through the origin. This cross
section includes the complete information from all four cal-
culated surfaces because they all possess surface normals
within this plane. The ECS is shown for three different
chemical environments in Fig. 11. Note that in a Ga-rich
environment the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! (A193A19) reconstruction would
be energetically more favorable than the~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! ~232! Ga-

FIG. 10. Three-dimensional representation of the ECS of GaAs
in an As-rich environment, constructed from the surface energies of
the ~110!, ~100!, ~111!, and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! facets. The~1̄00!, ~010!, and
~001! axes are drawn for convenience.
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adatom reconstruction used for the construction of the ECS
at this chemical potential, i.e., the experimental~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! facet
appears somewhat closer to the origin. For an As-rich envi-
ronment we find that all four considered surface orientations
exist in thermodynamic equilibrium. Furthermore, the~111!
surface exists within the full range of accessible chemical
potentials. This is in contrast to the result Chetty and
Martin18 derived from the work of Kaxiraset al.:14 They

stated that the~111! surface has a high energy and thus it
should not exist as a thermodynamic equilibrium facet. How-
ever, experimental work of Weisset al.1 using a cylindrical
shaped sample indicates that between the~110! and ~111!
orientation all surfaces facet into~110! and ~111! orienta-
tions. The (232) superstructure of the~111! surface has
been observed on these faceted surfaces. If the~111! orien-
tation of GaAs is unstable, the appearance of facets other
than ~111! on the cylindrical crystal is to be expected.

In Fig. 11 one can see that the ECS becomes smaller for
As-rich environments. The As-terminated reconstructions
have surface energies about 20% smaller than those found in
Ga-rich environments, which are mostly stoichiometric like
the Ga vacancy. In contrast to the surface reconstructions
found for As-rich environments, no similar Ga-terminated
reconstructions are observed. Another remarkable feature of
the ECS is that the surface energies do not vary much with
the orientation. For Ga-rich environments they vary by about
610%, whereas for As-rich environments they vary only by
65%.

Our calculated ECS imposes restrictions on the surface
energies of other surface orientations: When it has been
proven experimentally that a facet exists in thermodynamic
equilibrium, one can derive a lower and an upper limit for its
surface energy. The limits are given by the surface energy of
the neighboring facets on our ECS together with appropriate
geometry factors. They follow from the conditions that~a!
the surface energy has to be sufficiently small, so that the
surface does not facet into$110%, $100%, $111%, and $1̄ 1̄ 1̄%
orientations, and~b! the surface energy is not so small that
neighboring facets are cut off by this plane and thus vanish
from the ECS. In a similar way the Wulff construction yields
a lower limit for the surface energy of any facet that does not
exist in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Recently the shape of large three-dimensional InAs is-
lands ~diameter;2000 Å! grown by metal-organic vapor
phase epitaxy on a GaAs~100! substrate has been observed
by Steimetzet al.61 These islands are presumably relaxed,
the misfit of the lattice constants being compensated by a
dislocation network at the InAs-GaAs interface. Thus the
facets displayed on these islands should be identical to the
facets on the ECS of InAs. In fact, the observed shapes are
compatible with an ECS such as that of GaAs, shown in Fig.
10, with $110%, $100%, $111%, and$1̄ 1̄ 1̄% facets being clearly
discernible. Due to the similarity between InAs and GaAs,
we take this as another confirmation of our results as op-
posed to those of Chetty and Martin.18

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The GaAs surface energies of different orientations have
been calculated consistently with the same parameters and
pseudopotentials. The surface energies of the~110!, ~100!,
~111!, and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces are given in dependence of the
chemical potentials.

For the~111! and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces we find a large differ-
ence from previous results of Chetty and Martin.18 They de-
rived a difference of about 62 meV/Å2 between the surface
energies of the ideal~111! and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces, whereas we
calculate a difference of about24 meV/Å2. Consequently,
the absolute surface energies calculated by Chetty and Mar-

FIG. 11. Cross section of the ECS of GaAs for three different
chemical potentialsmAs . The dashed line denotes the equilibrium
shape of an infinitely long cylindrical crystal, derived from a two-
dimensional Wulff construction. The~1̄ 1̄ 1! orientation is equiva-
lent to the~111! and the~111̄! to the ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄!.
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tin using data of Kaxiraset al.14,15 and Biegelsenet al.16

contain the above difference of 66 meV/Å2. This is due to a
different splitting of the slab energy into contributions from
the ~111! and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surfaces, as Chetty and Martin’s and
our sum of the~111! and ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface energies are essen-
tially equal. Obtaining high surface energies for the~111!
surfaces, Chetty and Martin have to conclude that the~111!
facet should be unfavorable and not exist in thermodynamic
equilibrium. In contrast, our surface energies for the~111!
surface are lower and therefore we conclude that it exists in
thermodynamic equilibrium, which appears to be in agree-
ment with experimental observations.

As already stated by Chetty and Martin,18 there are sig-
nificant differences between the results of Kaxiraset al. and
Biegelsenet al. for the ~1̄ 1̄ 1̄! surface: Kaxiraset al.find the
Ga trimer structure to be energetically favorable in Ga-rich
environments, whereas we agree with Biegelsenet al. and
find it energetically unfavorable. This is also confirmed by
experiment.

Having calculated the absolute surface energies for differ-
ent orientations, we are in the position to construct the ECS
of GaAs. We have to keep in mind, however, that it is im-
plicitly assumed that only the~110!, ~100!, ~111!, and~1̄ 1̄ 1̄!
surfaces exist in equilibrium. For a more refined discussion
of faceting further calculations also for higher-index surfaces
would have to be performed. From our ECS we conclude
that in As-rich environment all four orientations exist in ther-
modynamic equilibrium. For a given chemical potential the
variation of the surface energy with orientation is small and
less than610%. Our ECS of GaAs gives an indication of
the ECS of InAs or other III-V semiconductors that show
similar surface reconstructions.
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